Monday night Brisbane Hash run report
Octoberfest run 23/9/2019
“WELL I’ll BE”.
Thankyou Grand Master for the opportunity to report in. (fuck-caught again)
This is the second time this year (and in 40 years) to have the honour the do this
report and that is on your watch. Vaso will get jealous!
Thankyou Divot for a great barbi and Virgin for your audit of a very good run.
It is unfortunate that everybody (the largest hash gathering this year/ thanks to
anchovies record keeping), missed the very first set of arrows.
But there were 4 intelligent hashmen who were able to interpret the real sociology for
what would have been A GREAT RUN, and went the distance.
What the fuck, were the rest of you thinking?
Have your ages restricted your abilities to think through the possibilities of an
intelligent hash run?
20 years ago you all would have all nailed that run. Think about it.
It is obvious, I need to understand, there is a new age Brisbane Men’s Hash theory
needed for planning and settings of monday night men hash runs. It appears
everybody (with the exception of 4 hashers), need more share time at run starts to
discuss health issues rather than comparing notes on who got laid over the weekend
and finding initial run arrows.
And of course ‘concentration and purpose of a hash run’ has gone out of the window.
Here are Meteor’s “PRE RUN’ notes.
Welcome to Brisbane Hash House Harriers Run number 2587
Your director for this weeks run is Divot.
Divot’s walk instructions for this run are:
1:There were to be no hills.
2: There were to be no stairs
3: The run area was to have phone coverage to allow for White Ant, in the event of
him feeling needy, he could make a phone call.
Walkers who find themselves on a hill or climbing stairs, may I suggest to you that
you are off trail. Divot designated the walk master to be Verbal Diarrhoea
For the runners, the running trail crosses the walking trail 5 times. If you cross a
walkers trail a sixth time you maybe off trail and will need to refer to Divot.
For this run Divot request you may need your;
1: go card, to short cut home. Maybe
2: a credit card, there is a girlie bar on trail. Maybe
3: some cash because all trails lead to Rome arriving at 7:04, to pickup
Twin Tub and gang and be back at the circle at 7:14. Maybe.
Divot designated Scruffy as the run master
The third group will be the pub group. Divot designated pub master to be Twin Tub
Alert: If you find yourself in a wheat paddock, in the dark, with no moon, disorientated
with no bar insight so you can take a bearing, look for a light in the distance and trust
Divot.
While on trail please respect the person or people who are sleeping rough. You don’t
want to be “SHAT “on or have “BRICKS” thrown at you. It maybe a ”Waste OF Time”
Any Questions? ask Radar
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Run disclaimer
Your run director is Divot
Your run has been audited (UNDER LICIENCE) by Virgin.
I am only the messenger.
Please consider that at ice time.
ONON, METEOR/MEATIWHORE
PS: am I done with run setting duties for this year?
No, no, please no more runs. Anything but the thorn bush.

